PILOT 2 NEO
HIGH REQUIREMENTS AT THE SERVICE OF SAFETY

Its co-injected, vented frame guarantees unequalled adaptability and comfort while the neoprene
strap improves resistance to temperature, fire, tearing and chemical products. PILOT 2 NEO is
perfectly adapted to oil and gas environments.

PSGPIL2-L17

89 g

PSGPIL2-L16

 EXCELLENT FIELD OF VISION
 PP/TPR TWIN-MATERIAL FRAME


COATING (

)

 ADJUSTABLE NEOPRENE STRAP
 FITS OVER PRESCRIPTION GLASSES

PILOT 2 NEO
HIGH REQUIREMENTS AT THE SERVICE OF SAFETY
MODEL

PILOT 2 NEO

VERSIONS

REFERENCES

LENS MARKING

Clear
Vented

PSGPIL2-L16

CIO

AS/NZS 1337.1:2010

Anti-scratch/anti-fog (

)

Vented

PSGPIL2-L17

CI1

AS/NZS 1337.1:2010

Anti-scratch/anti-fog (

)

LENS MARKING

FRAME MARKING

COATINGS

LENSES

. Platinum is a permanent coating on both sides of the lens gives
them a high resistance to scratching (1.4 cd / m²), to the most

• Platinum Coating - a high performance anti-fog + anti-scratch coating
system applied on both sides of Clear and CSP lenses

aggressive chemicals and delays the onset of fogging for 2 minutes,

• 99.99% UV 385 - Clear

as per the testing requirements of EN166.

• 99.99% UV 400 - CSP

C. The letter ‘C’ signifies that the product has been tested and
approved for use against splashes and is appropriate for chemical
handling.
I . The letter ‘I’ signifies ‘Medium Impact’ approval.

O. The letter ‘O’ marking signifies that the product has been approved
for the use both outdoors and indoors and the terminology used by
Australian standards is ‘outdoor un-tinted’. This marking appears
on all clear, amber and contrast lenses
Ocular lens category:
O. Range of luminous transmittance 80-100% (clear).
1. Range of luminous transmittance 43 - 88% (CSP).

FRAME MARKING
AS/NZS 1337.1:2010 Tested and approved to AS/NZS 1337.1:2010 for
medium impact and chemical splash protection. Resists a 6mm ball at 45 m/s.

CLEANING AND STORAGE
CLEANING: The lenses should be cleaned regularly. Bollé Safety recommends only using
the B-clean lens cleaning system.
MAINTENANCE: Pitted, scratched or damaged lenses must be replaced by replacing the
complete product. If the frame is damaged also replace the complete product. After each
use it is recommended to keep the spectacles or goggles in a microfiber pouch or rigid case.
STORAGE: All products must be stored in a dry and clean environment.

Others symbols:
Manufacturer name

TECHNOLOGIES
This innovating coating is an effective
solution for all activities that alternate
exposure to bright light and low light,
while also being suitable for extreme
hot and cold temperature environments.
CSP is also combined with the exclusive
PLATINUM coating that sustainably
combats fogging.

The exclusive scratch and fog resistant
coating K and N certified PLATINUM
guarantees even more safety, reliability
and comfort. Washable (water and
soap), this permanent coating applied
on both sides of the lens makes it highly
scratch resistant and durably delays the
appearance of fogging.

PACKAGING AND GTIN

Individual plastic
bag

PSGPIL2-L16

PSGPIL2-L17

9318330048571

9318330048588

5 safety goggles
per inner box

(01)19318330048578

(01)19318330048585

80 safety goggles
per
outer pack

(01)29318330048575

(01)29318330048582

CHARACTERISTICS
C
LENSES

PC - 2,1 mm - Curve 5,5

FRAME

PP + TPR

TEMPLES

Non applicable

STRAP

Neoprene

FOAM

No

SPARE LENSES

No

Non-contractual pictures
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